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XI - VARIOUS LARGE OVERHANG AND INTERNAL-TYPE

AERODYNAMIC BALANCES 3’OR A STRAIGHT-CONTOUR

FLAP ON ‘THE NACA 0015 AIRFOIL

By Richard 1. Sears and H, Page Hoggard, Jr.

SUMMARY
. . .

~OrC8-test measurements in two-dimensional flow have
been made in the NACA 4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel to deter-
mine the characteristics. of several. different shaped
overhan&type aerodynamic balances applied to a straight-
coatour flap mounted on-an NACA.0015 airfoil. The chord
of the flap was 30 percent of the airfoil chord and the
chord of the overhang was 50 psrcent of the flap chord. -
Cover plates of sevsral widths were used to cover partly
the break in airfoil contour caused by the sharp-nose over- “
haag.

The flap with blunt-nose overhang was overbalanced
throughout certain ranges of flap deflection. The hinge-
mo!nent characteristics were improved at the expense of. in-
creased drag by sharply tapering the nose profile of the
overhang. The hinge-moment characteristics of a flap with
a long sharp-nose overhang can %e nearly reproduced by
using a somewhat shorter blunt-nose overhang.

The addition of cover plates over the nose of the flap
having a long overhang of sharp profile materially reduced
the drag of the airfoil vith uncovered flap overhang. Unless
the gay at the flap nose was sealed, the addition of cover
plates caused the lift available for control to be less than
for the same flap vithout cover plates. The addition of
cover plates adversely affected the hinge-moment character-
istics of the flap vith sharp-nose overhang unless the air
leak through the gap at the flap nose was sealed. This
fact is p?,rticularly evident for the videst cover plates.
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INTRODUCT 10N

. .

. .

The NACA ha~ instituted an extensive investigation of
the section aerodynamic characteristics of various flap
arrangements in an effort to detevmine the types lest suited
for control surfaces and”to supply experimental data for de-
sign purposes. !l?heresults of this investigation that re-
late to the present report are given in the references.

This paper presents the aerodynamic characteristics of
an NACA 0015 airfoil with a straight-contour flap having a
chord ’30 percent of the airfoil chord (0.30c) and an over-
hang of various nosa shapes that is 50 percent of the flap
chord (0.50cf). Cover plates of three widths and gaps of
four sizes a% the flap nose were tested with the sharp-nose
balance,

A blunt-nose balance was first investigated and gave
values of flap hinge-moment coefficient that showed over-
balance at negative angles of attack. Severe.1 balances of
more tapered profile were then tested and found to have
improved flap hinge-moment characteristics. The increased
dragv due to ‘the break in the airfoil contou? c,aused by.the
tapered-profile talance, was9 however, excessive and lad to
the use of cover plates in an effort to reduce tho drag by
partially covering the break in the airfoil contour. Oover c
plates of several vidths and gaps of several sizes at the
flap nose were tested to determine the aerodynamic character-
istics of these airfoil-flap combinations.

APPARATUS AND MCDIilL

The tests were made in the NACA 4-
tunnel {reference 1). The test section

by 6-foot vertical
of this tunnel has

been converted from the original open$ circular, 5-foot-
d.iametor jet to a closed, rectangular, 4- by 6-foot throat
for force tests of models in two-dimensional flow. A three-
component balance system has been installed in the tunnel to
measure lift, drag, and pitching mcments~ The hinge moments
of the flap wera measurad with a special torque-rod balanca
built into the model.

..

The 2-foot-chord by 4-foot-span model was mada of
laminated mahogany to a modifiad N.LCA 0015 contour. (see
table I.) The modified airfoil was of NACA 0015 contour
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forward of the 0.70c station and had a straight contour
from the 0.70c station to the trailing edge, which has the
oamo thickness as the unmodified NACA 0015 airfoil.

The various balance-ntrse shapes (fig. 1) were made as
int~rchangeable blocks aad were fastened to the flap with
screws. The model w~s cut at the 0,50c station and the
space from this cut to the flap nose was filled with inter-
changeable tail blocks. In this way it was possible to
vary the gap at the balance nose by using tail blocks of ‘
varying chordwise length,

T!he l/16-inch steel cover plates were rolled to approxi=
mate the airfoil contour and were made in three widths, !Che
narrow plates oovered one-half the distance from the rear
outor edge of the tail block to the flap hinge axis measured
along the chord line (fig, 1). The medium plates covered .
three-fourths the distance; the wide plates, seven-eighths
the distance. The distance from the trailing edge of these
plates to the flap hinge aqi.s was 0.072c, 0.036c, and 0.018c
for the narrow, the mediym, and the wide cover plates, re-
specti’belyb

Because of the shape of the sharp-nose balance, the .
distance from the trailing edge of the cover plate normal to
the sharp-nose balance varies with flap deflection (fig. 2).
This distance is referred to in this paper as the Ilvent width,ll “
l~hen the flap is not deflected, the vent width is 0.0052c with
the wide cover plates in place, 0.0130c with the medium cover
platesb and 0.0260c with the narrow cover plates. The vent
width varies invers~ly with the width of the cover plates.
Ifithflap neutral, the ratio of the gap at the flap nose to
the width of the vent for the various arrangements tested is
given in table II.

l?or tests with the gap at the flap nose sealed, a rubber-
sheet seal vaa attached to the nose and the ends of the sharp-
nose balance and to the tail 11.ock and the end ,platas of the
airfoil. Care was taken to keep the rubber sheet slack enough
to prevent interference with the readings of flap hinge moment
at all flap deflections.

The model, when mounted in tha tunnel, completely spanned
tho test section, With this type of installation! two-
dimensional flow is approximated and +he section. characteris-
tics of the airfoil and flap may be determined. The model. was
attached to the balance frame by torque tu%es that extended
through the sides of the tunnel. Tha angle of attack was set
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from outside the tunnel 3Y rotating the torque tubes vrith
an electric drive, Flap deflections were set inside tho
tunnel hy tem~lets and were held %y a’friction clamp on
the torque rod that was used in measuring the hing~ moments.

TI?STS

The NACA 0015 airfoil model with a 0.30c straight-
contour flap was tested with a 0.50cf blunt-nose balance on

‘ the flap. Several modifications of the blunt-nose balance
(figJ 1) were tested to determine the effect of sharper nose.
8hape8 on the flap hinge-moment characteristics.

Only the flap hinge moment was read when the flap was
tested with the blunt- and the modified-nose balances. The
values of lift, drag; pitohing morcent, and flap hinge moment
were read when the sharp-nose balance was tested both with
and without cover plates.

The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 15 pounds
per square foot, which corresponds to an air velocity of
about 76 miles per hour at standard sea-level conditions.
The offectiva Reynolds number of the tests was approximately
2,760,000.(Effective Reynolds number = test Reynolds num-
ber x turbulence factor. The turbulence factor for the 4-
by 6-foot vertical tunnel is 1.93.)

The blunt-nose flap was set at deflections from 0° to
30°in 5° increments. The modified-and shar~nose shapes “
y~ere set ai deflections of oo, 2ot 50, 100, 150, and 200.
l~ith the narrow c“over plates in place, the deflections were
the same but, with the m“edium and the wide cover plates, it
was not possible to reach 20° before the rear portion of the
flap-nose balance touched the trailing edge of the cover
plate. The maximum deflections were thus limited to 15° for “
the tests with the medium and the wide cover plates.

The blunt-, modified-, and sharp-nose flaps were tested
with a 0,005c ,gap throughout the deflection range. ilor each
flap deflection, force tests we:e made throughout the angle-
of-attack range at 20 increments from negative stall to pos-
itive stall. When either stall position was approached, the
increment was reduced to 1° angle of attack.

--
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Symbols

The coefficients and symbols used in this paper are
defined as follows:

cl airfoil section lift coefficient (1/qc)

Cdo airfoil section profile-drag coefficient (do/qc)

cm airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient (m/qc2)

Chf flap section hinge-moment coefficient (hf/qcf2)

where

1

do

m

hf

c

Cf

~

and

*o

6f

airfoil ‘section lift

airfoil section profile drag

airfoil section pitohing moment about quarter-chord
point of airfoil

flap section hinge moment

chord of basic airfoil with flap neutral

flap chord

dynamic pressure

angle of attack for airfoil of infinite aspect ratio

flap deflection with respect to airfoil
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()actcl =—
a(free) a% Chf. ()”

% f

!I!hesubscripts outside the parentheses indicate the ‘. -
factors held constant during the measurement of the param- - ,
eters.

,Precision

The accuracy of the data is indicated bY the de~iqtion ,
from zero of lift and moment coefficients at an angle of “
attack of OO. The maximum error in effective angle of
attack at zero lift appears to be about *0,2~. Flap deflec-
tions were set within *0.2°. Tunnel corrections, experi-
mentally determined in tha 4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel, were
applied only to lift. The hinge moments are pro%ably slight-
ly higher than would be obtained in free air and, consequently,
the values presented are considered conservative, Relative
values of drag should be reasonably independent of tunnel.
effactl although the a%solute value is subject to an un-
known correction,

Presentation of Data

Tlap section hinge-moment coefficients as a function
of angle of attack for a 0.30c straight-contour fl”ap on the
NACA 0015 airfoil having 0.50cf blunt- and modified-noBe bal-
ances are presented in figures 3 to 6. Section aerodynamic --

characteristics of the same airfoil and the same flap with a
0.50cf shar~-nose overhang without cover plates are given in
figure 7 and with cover plates of various sizes in figures 8 ‘-

.-- ... ..,, .,,-..- ‘ . ..+.. .x - : ..[,.,
—.— ---- -

“.-. - , *,.: .:.7:- :’ ..- . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . .. . .. . ..”. - XT-- : :-</.-..:,.,... .. . . . ,~.-...::’ ... ..,.+, ;.,“. ... ,-. . . . . . . . -. . .-..:J. ‘,. ,. . . .
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to 19. Some of the data in figures S to 19 are replotted
in figure 20 to show the effects of vent width and gap size
on the variation of chf with 01 throughout the range of

flap deflections for three angles of attack. Aerodynamic
parameters for the various combination of balance-nose shapes,

gaPs* and vent ‘~~idthsare presented in table III. The values
of

‘hf~f
and ch from table III are presented in figure

I’a

21 as a function of cover-plate width and gap size. Incre-
ments of minimum airfoil section profile-drag coefficient
over that of the sealed plain flap on the same airfoil are
given as a function of gap size and nose shape in figure 22
for the various cover-plate widths,

SECTION AERODYNAMIC CHARAC!EERISTICS

Lift

The slope of the lift curve (table III) for most of the
control surfaces with cover plates (figs, 8 to 19) , regard-
less of nose-gap condition, i{as greater than that of the
control surface without cover plates (fig. 7) and with a
0.005c nose gap. The slope Cla tended to increase slightly

as the cover plates ware made wider and as the gap at the flap
nose was reduced. In consideration of airplane stability with
fixed control it appears$ therefore, thet wide cover plates
over a long sharp-nose balance are desirable if the gap at
the nose of the balance cannot be sealed, Previous data
(refer oncos 2 and 3) indicate, however, that if th~ gap can

be sealed cl should le nearly the same with or without
cover plates,a

From the consideration of obtaining lift for control,
the flaps with cover plates and sealed gap at the nose gave
just about the same lift characteristics as the flap without
cover plates and with a large nose gap. Of all the arrange-
ments tested, the flap vith shortest cover plate and sealed
gap (fig, 8) gave the greatest shift in angle of zero lift
for large flap deflections and the greatest lift at zero
angle of attack. The lift effectiveness of the flap at “
small deflections aa f showed a tendency to decrease as the
nose gap was made larger (table 111). !l?hesetests indicate,
therefore, that unless the gap at the flap nose is sealed,
the addition of cover plates over the nose of a fla~ with a
long sharp overhang causes the lift available for control to
be less than that of the same flap without cover plates. It
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is to be expected that decreasing the nose gap would improve
the lift characteristics bf the flap without cover plates.

It should be noted that the maximum deflection of the
flap, which largely determines the maximum shift in angle of
zero lift, is limited to 20° by the cover plates, If the
design of the ’flap-nose shape were altered, the flaps with
medium and with wide cover plates could be deflected 20°.
Previous data for a-thinner airfoil (references 3 and 4)
indicate that, without cover plates, a flap with a long
sharp-nose overhang is effective ;~hen deflected 50 or 10°
beyond the unporting angle (200 in this case) if the flap
deflection and the angle of attack are of opposite sign.
!l?heuse of cover plates may, therefore, impose undesirable
restrictions on the maximum lift that can be obtained by
the elevator for landing. or by the rudder for causing side-
Slip.

The slopes of the lift curve with flap free have been “
computed from other slopes measured from the data presented
and are given in table 111. In every case the addition of
cover plates ovor the sharp-nose overhang caused this slope
to be less than the slope for the same flap v~ithout cover
plates because the flap with cover plates had a large value
of c~f or a small value of chf6f0 These results indicate,

a
therefore that’ the control-free stability of the airplane
should be less for the control surface equipped with cover
plates of the type tested than for the same flap without
cover plates.

Flap Hinge Moments

The hinge-moment parameters chfa and
.Chfbf

for all

the control-surface arrangements tested are shown in table III.
The tabulated values were measured at 0° angle of attack and
0° flap deflection and ara, therefore, applicable over only
the small range in which the curves are linear, The param-
eters are, however, indicative of the relative merits of the
various balance arrangements.

The flap-nose overhang without cover plates (figs. 3 to
7) developed its greatest balancing moments”when the flap

-.

deflection and the angle of attack were of opposite sign.
This effect is typical of the flap-nose-overhang type of
aerodynamic balance. The shape of the flap nose had a marked

..

..-—_ *, .--T-.--?-4y:
,..’ . . . . . . . . . .
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effect on the magnitude of the balancing moment. For

positive flap daflaction, the blunt-nose shape gave pro-
nounced overbalance at negativa angles of attack but gave

~
relatively little balance at positivs angles of attack. .
As the’ flap-nosa shape was tapered$ the flap became less

: overbalanced at negative angles of attack hut, at positive
angles of attack, the hinge-moment characteristics re”mained
nearly the same? !Che nose shapes for the 0.50cf overhang,
which gave reasonably acceptable hinge-moment curves (figs.
6 and 7), gave hinge-moment characteristics substantially
the same as those for the 0.35cf blunt-nose overhang (refer-
ence 5)V Hence these results tend to indicate that hinge-
moment characteristics of a large flap-nose overhang of
tapered profile canbe nearly reproduced by a smaller nose
overhang of blunt profile. A rudder with a long sharp-nose
overhang should have slightly less tandency tolfard rudder
lock in a forced sideslip and should require slightly les~
pedal force to hold zero sideslip under unsymmetrical power
conditions than a rudder with a shorter blunt-nose overhang,

. .

In an effort to decrease the drag of the sharp-nose
overhangl cover plates of various widths were fitted over
the nose of the balance.

..
This arrangement caused the aero-

dynamic balance to resemble an “internal balance both in form
and in hinge-moment- characteristics (figs. 8 to 19)* The
extent to which this resemblance occurred varied directly
with the width of the cover plates. The widest plates gave
characteristics most nearly like those of an internal bal--
ance; whereas the narrowest cover plates gave characteristics
more nearly like those of the uncovared sharp-nose balance. .

Vlith a sealed gap at the nose of the balance, the pres:
sure on that” part of the balance nose under the cover plates
is expected to be the same as that existing on the airfoil
surfaca at the rearward edge of the cover plate~ The dis-
tribution of rasultant pressure over the surface of an air-
foil in two-dimensional flow is discussed in reference 6.
From the experimental data prosonted in this reference, it
can be seen that tho rata of change of rasultant pressure.with
angle of ~.ttack increases toward the nose of the-airfoil and
that the rate of ch:.nge of resultant pressure with flap de- .
flection increasas toward the flap hinge axis. As was expect~d
with a sealed gap at tho nose of t,he b,alance~ the balanco with
the widest cover plates, which was effectively vented nearest
the hinge axis, thus gave the smallest value of chf~f and

the largest value of
Chfa

(table 111), The” balance with .
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the narrowest cov”er plates! which was effectively vented
nearest the airfoil nose, gave the largest value of chf~f

and the smallest value of Ch
fa’

The, effect of increasing the gap or leak at the nose of
the balance was to decrease the effectiveness of the balanoe ‘
(fig. 21). l?or the balance with wide cover plates, both
.Chf and

chf6f
ware considerably increased; hut, for the

a

narrowest oover plates, the effect of nose gap was much
smaller, this arrangement being more nearly like an over-
hang without cover plates. Figure 20 illustrates the effects
of a leak through the nose gap on both the lift and the bingo
moments of the flap with cover plates of various sizes.

The hinge-momont characteristics of the various sealed
internal balances were computed from the pressure-distribution ,
data presented in reference 6. These data were arbitrarily
corrected for change in airfoil thickness by the ratio of the
hinge-moment slopes for a plain flap on the NACA 0015 and on
the. NACA 0009 airfoils. The calculated hinge-moment charac- ‘ .

..teristics vere in fair agreement vitb the test results for
the cover plates of various widths when -the pressure acting
on the balance was assumed to be that at the rearward-edge
of the cover ~late.

The tast results tend to indicate that the addition of
cover plates over a long sharp-nose overhang to form an in-
ternal halanc.e adversely affects the hinge-moment cha~acter-
istics of the control surface unless the air leak through the
nose gap is sealed. This fact was particularly evidant for
wide cover plates. The shortest cover plates with the smallest. .
nose gap gavo hinge-moment characteristics nearly the same as
those of the sharp overhang without cover plates, Subsequent
tests indicate that the exact position of the cover plates,
,thpi is., whether they. lie exactly. on the airfoil contour or
are bent slightly in or out, has a critical effect on the
hinge-moment characteristics.

Pitching Moment
.

The slopes of the curves of pitching moment as a func-
.-

tion of lift at constant angle of at”tack and at constant flap
deflection are given in table 111. The aerodynamic center of
the lift due to angle of attack was at approximately the 0.23c!

..

station for the airfoil having a sharp-nose flap both with and
without cover plates. The aerodynamic center of the lift due
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to flap deflection -was at about the 0.41c station for the

,.
‘t-..1

‘7

airfoil with cover plates and a sealed gap at the flap nose.
Itith an unsealed gap or without cover plates, the aerodynamic
center shifted slightly farther rearward. The position of
the aerodynamic center of the lift caused by changing the
effective camber of an airfoil is a function of aspect ratio
(refereflce 7) and moves toward the trailing edge as the as-
peot ratio is decreased.

Beoause of the unknown tunnel correction, the values
of drag coefficients cannot be considered absolute; the
relative .values should, however, be independent of tunnel
effect. No drag measurements were made on the blunt- or
modified-nose balances but their minimum profile-drag co-
efficient values will probably be between the value (refer-
ence 2) of 0.0135 for the 0?50cf blunt-nose balance and the
value -of 0.0162 for the sharp-nose balance without cover
plates,

The addition of the cover plates reduced the minimum
profile-drag coefficient as was expected (fig. 22). The
profile-drag coefficient dscreased as the cover plates were
made widerO presumably because the break in the airfoil con-
tour between the cover-plate edge and flap hinge axis be-
came smaller, The airfoil with the straight-contour plain
flap had a minimum profile-drag coefficient of 0.0131 with
gap sealed or uns.saled (reference 8), Trom these results

it is apparent that tho addition of cover plates over a
long sharp-nose overhang does decrease the minimum drag of
the uncovered balance, The sho~t cover plates reduce the
drag of the sharp-nose balance to a value which is nearly
the same as that of a hunt-nose balance of the same size,
Ilide cover plates give a still greater reduction in drag.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of tests of an NACA 0015 airfoil with a
straight-contour flap having a dhord 30 percent of the air-
foil chord and several flap-nose overhangs 50 percent of the
flap chord indicate the following general conclusions:

1. The addition of cover plates over the nose of a
flap having a long overhang of sharp profile materially
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reduced t,~e drag. as compared with that of the uncovered
overhang; the reduction in drag was greatest for the widest
cover plates. L

k

2. lYhen the gap at the nose of a long sharp ov~erhang
was not sealed, the addition of wide cover plates increased ,
the slope of the lift curve. With the gap sealed, howeverp
the slope should be nearly the same with or without cover
plates.

30 All arrangements of cover plates tested materially
decreased the slope of the lift curve with controls free as
compared with that for the sharp-nose flap without cover
plates. The addition of cover plates should, therefore,
decrease the control-free stability of an airplane with
control surfaces having a long sharp-nose overhang< ,

4. Unless the gap at the flap nose was sealed, the
addition of cover plates over” the nose of a flap with a long
sharp overhang caused the lift available for control to be
less than for the same flap without cover plates and with a
large nose gap. Tha addition of cover plates also restricted
the maximum flap deflection,

5. The addition of cover plzites over the nose of a flap
with Q long sharp-nose overhang adversely affected the hinge-
noment characteristics unless the air leak through the gap at
the, flap nose was sealed.

6. The hinge moments of the flap with a large blunt-
nose overhang were overbalanced throughout certain ranges of
flap deflections. These characteristics were improved at the
expense of increased drag by sharply tapering the nose profile
of the overhang,

7. The hinge-moment characteristics of a flap having
a“ long sharp-nose overhang can be nearly reproduced with a “ “
somewhat shorter nose overhang of blunt profile and at the
same time tho minimum drag can be appreciably decreased A
rudder with a long sharp-nose overhang should have slightly
less tendency toward rudder lock in a forced sideslip and
should require slightly loss pedal force to hold zero si.de-
slip under unsymmetrical power conditions than a rudder with “-
a shorter blunt-nosa overhang,

-.
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TABLIl I

ORDIHATES I?’ORA MOD II’IED NACA 001/5 AIRFOIL

WITH A 0.30c STRAIGHT-CONTOUR TLAP

[Stations and ordinates In
‘percent of airfoil

station

o
1*25
‘2=5
5.
7.5
10
15
20
25
-30
40
50
50’
70
80
90
95

100
100

Upper surface

o’
2*37
3.27

\’ 4,44
5.25
5.85
6*68
7.17
7.43
7.50
7.25
6.62
5*7O
4.58 ‘
5.10
1,63
.90

(.16)
o

chord]

Lower surface “
I

o
-2.37
-3.27
-4.44
-5.25
-5.85.
-6.68
-7, 17
-7*43
-7,50 ,
-7,25
-6.62
-5,70 ‘
-4.58 “
-3, 10
-1.63
-.50
(-,16)
o

L. E.+ radius: 2.48<..—

TABLE II

RATIO OF GAP TO VEXT I{ID!?IIAT ZXRO FLAP DEFLECTION

YOR fiAZRROW,MEDIUM, AND WILE COVER PLATES

Flap- -
nose
gap

Sealed
O.oollc
.0023c
.0050C

Narrow Medium I?ide
cover plate cover plate cover plate

0.00 0.00 0.00-.
● 04 .08 21
,09 .18 :44
,19 .38 ● 96

.

-.

-. .
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Data
from
figure

;
4
5
6
7
~
9
10
11
12
1
1;
15
16
17
18

GAPS,JitU COT3E$EHL6TES ON A 0.30cSTRAIGH!I!-COII!?OURTIdP

&&3nce-
uose

shape

Blunt
lied.1
l;od,2
Eo&* ~
sharp
sharp
sharp
ShEmp
sharp
sharp
Shexp
sharp
sharp
Sharp
sharp
Sharp
sharp

Gap

o. 0050C
. 0050C
. 0CJ50C
. 0050C
. 0050C

Seeled
O.w.nlc

. O023C

. oo~oc
Sealed
O.oollc

. oo23c

. 0050C
Sealed
O.oollc

.oo23c

. 005C!C

None
Kone
lTone
XOno
None
Narrow
Narrow
Narrow
Narrow
Iiedium
Nedium
Medium
lledium
Wide
T’;ide
Wide
Wide

—----- -.—_--
1
I-----— -——-.

------- ----—. -

I——-— -- —---
Oeow~ ‘ -0.49
.095 -.54
●G93 -. 0
.Oag ?6
.087 ::43
.095 -.

?.6
2

.093

.093 1:46

.090 “ -.43
● 097 -*53
.093 -04t3
.093 -.47
.093 -.46 ~

Parameters

0.oo2g
.ooo~
.0005
.0003
-.000j
-.0012
-.0013
-.0015
-.0017
-.00J3
-.0026
-.0027
-.Oozl
_.oo~7
-:0029
-.0034
-●0033

(ac~f )baTq

—.

G.001~
00000
-.OQ1O
-.6029
-,0052
-.0036
-.0032
-.0039
-.0C42
-.00-2
-.00 L)
-,0040
-.0052
-.0030
-.004$
-.0054
-.0056

(;: )
Y ‘%

-------
—-----
-------
—-----
0.017
,015
.016
.022
.025
.018
*022
.020
.023
.016
.019
,020
.020

‘ acm0!—.—
acz~

------
------
------
------
-o.17g
-.160
-.169
-.170
-alg5
.-.155
-.170
-.165
-0173
-.160
-.172
-.162
-.162

-----— ---
------ —--
-----—- -
—.—- -

0.otv5
.op3
.074
,073
.672
● 075
.065
.064
.074
. 06%
.066
.066
. 06~

P
Cn
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fiACA Fig. 22

0
#v Blunt-noso 0.50cf lalance on airfoil-contour 0.30c flap.
Q OMedium-nose 0.50cf balance on airfoil-contour 0.30c flap.
~“ X-rp-nosa 0050cf %alanco on straight-contour0.30c flap.
o sharp-nose 0.50c$ lalance on straight-contour0.30c flap with
+
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+
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Figure 22.- Variation of tho increment of minimum profile-
drag coefficient with gap size for varicm 0.30c

flaps on an NACA 00i5 airfoil. (Data for airfoil-contour flap .
taken from roferenca 2.) (


